Manfredo Taturi and Francesco Oaf Co, L'architettura contemporanea, 1976 The great French archItectural theorist Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc would compile his magnum opus of 1872, his Entretiens sur I'architecture, without once using the term space in a modern sense. coincides with the evolving space-time models of the universe as these were successively adduced by Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachevsky, Georg Riemann, and Albert Einstein. As we know, such paradigms would come to be deployed early in this century to rationalize in various ways the appearance of dynamic spatial form in the field of avant-gardist art. 4 This conjunction was reinforced through the experience of speed and the actual transformation of space-time in an everyday sense, due to the mechanical inventions of the last half of the century: the familiar Futurist technology of the train, the transatlantic liner, the car, and the plane.
Space has since become such an integral part of our thinking about architecture that we are practically incapable of thinking about it at all without putting our main emphasis on the spatial displacement of the subject In time. This quintessentially modern viewpoint has clearly underlain innumerable texts treating the intrinsic nature of modern architecture, ranging from Sigfried Giedion's Space, Time and Architecture of 1941 to Cornelis van de Ven's Space in Architecture of 1978. As van de Ven shows, the idea of space established a new concept that not only overcame eclecticism through a relativizing of style, but also gave priority to the spatia-plastic unity of interior and exterior space and to the nonhierarchical assimilation of all instrumental forms, Irrespective of their scale or mode of address, into one continuous space-time experience.
Without wishing to deny the volumetric character of architectural form, this study seeks to mediate and enrich the priority given to space by a reconsideration of the constructional and structural modes by which, of necessity, it has to be achieved. Needless to say, I am not alluding to the mere revelation of constructional technique but rather to its expressive potential. Inasmuch as the tectonic amounts to a poetics of construction it is art, but in this respect the artistic dimension is neither figurative nor abstract. It is my contention that the unavoidably earthbound nature of building is as tectonic and tactile in character as it is scenographic and visual, although none of these attributes deny its spatiality.
Nevertheless we may assert that the built is first and foremost a construction and only Jater an abstract discourse based on surface, volume, and plan. that he takes in developing the constructional details of his work ( fig. 1.1 
Etymology
Greek in origin, the term tectonic derives from the word tekton, signifying carpenter or builder. The corresponding verb is tektainomai. This in turn is related to the Sanskrit taksan, referring to the craft of carpentry and to the use of the axe. Remnants of a similar term can be found in Vedic poetry, where it again refers to carpentry. In Greek it appears in Homer, where it alludes to the art of construction in general. The poetic connotation of the term first appears in Sappho, where the tekton, the carpenter, assumes the role of the poet. In general, the
1.2
Auguste Choisy, the derivation of the Doric order from timber construction, from Histoire de
term refers to an artisan working in all hard materials except metal. In the fifth century B.C. this meaning undergoes further evolution, from something specific and physical, such as carpentry, to a more generic notion of making, involving the idea of poes/s. In Aristophanes it would seem that the notion is even associated with machination and the creation of false things, a transformation that would appear to correspond to the passage from pre-Socratic philosophy to Hellenism. Needless to say, the role of the tekton leads eventually to the emergence of the master builder or architekton. The first architectural use of the term in German dates from its appearance in
Karl Ottried Muller's Handbuch der Archaologie der Kunst (Handbook of the Archaeology of Art), pUblished in 1830, wherein he defines tektonische as applying, to a series of art forms "such as utensils, vases, dwellings and meeting places of men, which surely form and develop on the one hand due to their application and on the other due to their conformity to sentiments and notions of art. We call this string of mixed activities tectonic; their peak is architecture, which mostly through necessity rises high and can be a powerful representation of the deepest feelings." In the third edition of his study MOiler remarks on the specifically junctional or "dry" jointing implications of the term. "\ did not fail to notice that the ancient term tektones, In specialized usage, refers to people in construction or cabinet makers, not however, to clay and metal workers; therefore, at the same time, it takes into account the general meaning, which lies in the etymol- This distinction between light and heavy reflects a more general differentiation in terms of material production, wood construction displaying an affinity for its tensile equivalent in terms of basketwork and textiles, and stonework tending toward its substitution as a compressive material by brickwork or pise (rammed fig. 1.7) , to precisely woven wall mats that line the exterior of the chief's hut. as we find in Kuba culture. Moreover according to climate, custom, and available material the respective roles played by tectonic and stereotomic form vary considerably, so that the primal dwelling passes from a condition in which the earthwork is reduced to point foundations, as in the boulder footings of the traditional Japanese house ( fig. 1.8 ). to a situation in which stesake of retaining traditional symbolic value, as in the case of the Greek temple, where stone is cut and laid in such a way as to reinterpret the form of the archetypal timber frame. In this regard we need to note that masonry, when it does not assume the form of a conglomerate as in pise construction, that is to say when it is, bonded into coursework, is also a form of weaving, to Which all the various traditional masonry bonds bear testimony ( fig. 1.4 ).14 The woven overlapping thin tiles or b6veda of traditional Catalan vaulting point to the same end (fjg. 1.5).
1.4
Methods of Roman brick bonding.
1.5
Antoni Gaudi, brick and Catalan vaUlting in the Casa Vicens, Barcelona. 1878-1880.
1.6
Mandan house, American Indian, section.
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Gogo houses of Tanzania, detail of infill walls.
1.8
Traditional Japanese one-story house. It is characteristic of our secular age that we should overlook the cosmic associations evoked by these dialogically opposed modes of construction; that is to say the affinity of the frame for the immateriallty of sky and the propensity of mass form not only to gravitate toward the earth but also to dissolve in its substance. As the Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy was to point out, this is never more evident than in mud brick construction, where the walls tend to fuse with the earth once they fall into ruin and disuse. However, untreated wood is equally
1.9
Traditional construction from the towns of It is difficult to find a more didactic modern example of this last than the acknowledged masterwork of the Greek architect Dimitris Pikionis. I have in mind his Philopapou hillside park, laid in place during the second half of the 19505 on a site adjacent to the Acropolis in Athens ( fig. 1.10) . In this work, as Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre have remarked, Pikionis created a topographic continuum that was removed from any kind of technological exhibitionism. This serpentine causeway, passing across an undulating rock-strewn site, constituted, in essence, a stone tapestry, bonded into the ground through irregularly coursed pavers, furnished with occasional seats, and studded here and there with iconic signs. 17 Collaged rather than designed, it reinterprets the genius loci as a mythic Pikionis's work testifies to the fact that the earthwork tends to transcend our received perceptions about both aesthetics and function, for here the surface of the ground is kinetically experienced through the gait, that is to say through the locomotion of the body al1d the sensuous impact of this movement on the nervous system as a whole. There is moreover, as Pikionis reminds us, the "acousti- 
Corporeal Metaphor
The capacity of the being to experience the environment bodily recalls the no- Vico's concept of the enactment and reenactment of man through history is not only metaphorical and mythical but also corporeal, in that the body reconstitutes the world through its tactile appropriation of reality. This much [s suggested by the psycho-physical impact of form upon our being and by our tendency to engage form through touch as we feel our way through architectonic space. This propensity has been remarked on by Adrian Stokes, in discussing the impact of time and touch on the weathering of stone. That such a purview stands in total opposition to all our more recent attempts to impose upon cultural experience a consciously distanced and exclusively semiotic character has been remarked on by Scott Gartner. This concept parallels similar arguments advanced by Schmarsow and later by Merleau-Ponty,26 particularly Schmarsow's thesis that our concept of space is determined by the frontalized progression of the body through space in depth. Alvar Aalto, Saynatsalo Town Hall, stair to the council chamber.
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Ogre's Night at the turn of the year, Kyushu.
Ritual raising and burning of the hashira.
Aalto's Saynatsalo Town Hall (1952) where, from entry to council chamber, the subject encounters a sequence of contrasting tactile experiences ( fig. 1.11 ).
Thus, from the stereotomic mass and relative darkness of the entry stair ( fig.   1 .12), where the feeling of enclosure is augmented by the tactility of the brick treads, one enters into the bright light of the council chamber, the timber-lined roof of which is carried on fanlike, wooden trusses that splay upward to support concealed rafters above a boarded ceiling. The sense of arrival occasioned by this tectonic display is reinforced by various nonretinal sensations, from the smell of polished wood to the floor flexing under one's weight together with the general destabilization of the body as one enters onto a highly polished surface.
